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APPLIED PROTECTION
Applied Workplace can offer several solutions for protective
screens for your workplace.
Not only offering the required safety aspect, they improve
people’s feeling of trust and mental health.
In the current situation the importance of taking necessary
measures to protect employees and all users has become a
must.

As social distancing has become the norm, it has become
apparent that this is the most effective measure to avoid
spreading illness and infections amongst the population.
In ways of different practices, Applied Workplace can obtain an
environment which is respectful of the people sharing it.
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Self-supporting Protective Screen
Offering a stable, flexible, and versatile screen which is easy to
relocate and very simple to clean.
These screens can be used to separate one another but still
being able to maintain interaction and visual contact.
These screens come in several different sizes, base options and
can be supplied with or without the lower opening.
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Desk Top Protection
Our stand alone screens can be used together to create a health
and wellbeing solution for a collaborative workplace whilst
retaining open plan and flexible feel of your office.
We can also offer a clamp on desk option.

Existing Desk Screens
If you currently have existing desk top screens, we can supply
slide on screen which increase the height of the existing screens
and offer a higher level of protection.
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Quartzline Glass Partitioning
Applied Workplace also offer a full range of glass partitions which can be used to create a flexible working environment.
Frameless glass partitions have a strong aesthetical appeal, creating a minimal and contemporary feel. Our solutions are made with
clear dry joints to create seamless contours and provide minimal track profiles with no vertical mullions.
We use our Quartzline Glass Wall partitions to create stylish glazed partition walls. Erected with an aluminium framework and sound
reducing single glazed panels. We also offer acoustic glass that provides up to Rw38db level of sound reduction.
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If you would like to discuss any of the above options.
Please do not hesitate in contacting one of our sales team
on
07540 884459 or 07525 040443
Email : richard@appliedworkplace.co.uk or james@appliedworkplace.co.uk
Alternatively visit our website.
www.appliedworkplace.co.uk

Unit A1 Cirrus Court
Aviation Park West
Bouremouth Airport
Christchurch
Dorset
BH23 6BW
Tel: 01202 577776

